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This report describes .the study ot a new approach to 
resolve pulse radar range bin ambiguity problem. The nature 
and the cause ot the problem are discussed, and various 
methods presently used to solve this problem are presentedv 
The report points out tha disadvantages ot these methods 
and_, thus, introduces a new approach to resolve the radar 
range bin ambiguity problem by examining the reasonableness 
of the trajeotory .ot. the object being tracked. Necessary 
algorithm and computer programs to support the study are 






This study is motivated by the desire to solve an actual 
-- -
problem in the pulse radar field. This problem, though 
significant, was never given in-dep~h treatment, primarily 
because other more significant matters at hand required 
priority attention. Another factor which contributes to 
this neglect, perhaps, is that this problem is encountered 
only on .certain types of radar operated in a specific 
environment. Furthermore, this problem becomes relatively 
unimportant if the object b~ing tracked by a radar is a 
known object; that is, if some a priori knowledge about 
I • 
this object i s available. 
This seemingly limited potential application does· not, 
however, discour~e the writer from embarking upon this 
study. 
·. 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS I 
a semi-major axis or an ellipse 
A azimuth angle of the radar t ••• 
alt a1 ·~ 1tua:e or an objeot 
E elevation angle ot the radar; oecoentr1o1ty anomaly 
e eooentr1o1ty ~t an ellipse 
G gravitational oonstant, universa+ 
M mass ot the earth; mean anomaly 
R true range or an object from thlt radar 
R position veotos or an object 
r posi t1on or an ob J eot on an ellipsoe 
ra apogee or the ellipse 
r e rad1us of the eoarth 
T o:x;-bital period 
At flight time of a" 0 ballistic object 
... 
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\ 
components of earth centered cartesain system, velocity 
components ot , ~adar centered cartesa1n system, position 
I ..," · 




The objectiv·e of this research is to explore the . 
feaaibility . gf solving a certain engineer.l.~g problem 
from a different approach. Presently, this problem .l.s 
being handled through hardware designs. Wit~ the advance · 
of computer science, it is appropriate that opportunity 
be given to investigate this problem from a different 
perspective. 
1 
The specific ~oblem in this study is to determine the 
true ~ange or actual range of an object being. tracked by 
a pulse radar . In view of -today's .great advancement in 
space science , ao that navigating to distant celestial 
bodies is already feasible it seems unbelievable that 
identifying t h e true range of an object at relatively 
close distance is still a problem to certain radarse It 
should be made clear, at this point, that the radar system 
in question i s operated in a comparatively unfavorable 
environment with the constraints that ·little is known 
of the object and that identification is made in real t1me 
with minimum tracking information available. 
ln the real time environment, it is benef.l.cial that the 
flight path of the tracked object be established as early 
as possible, despite the fact that signal to noise ratio 
at this stage is usually low, so . that reacquisition could 





The maximum range of an object a pulse radar is able 
to indicate~·c1-a limited by the range bin or the · radar. A 
range bin is the time interval between pulse transmissions 
from a radar system. To maintain an orderly function within 
the ranging logic in a radar, an emitted pulse, having 
travelled to an object and having been reflected from it, 
must return t ·o the radar prior to transmission of the next 
pulse. lf this order is not maintained, range bin ambiguity 
· results. Such a phenomenon could occur when the distance of 
a tracked object is greater than the distance equivalent to 
one range bin. The distance of a range bin is given by the 
formula 
Range Bin 1n Yards = (1/PRF) (0.5) ()28 x io6). 
ln the formula, PRF (Pulse Repetition Frequency) is the 
number of pulses per second .transmitted from the radar. The 
first multiplier, 0.5, is to account for the round trip 
journey which an emitted pulse must travel, and the second 
multiplier, 328 x 106, iS a conversion factor to convert 
pulse propagation velocity to distance. To determine the 
true range of an object being tracked, range bin ambiguity 
must be resolved by finding the integer N in 
True Range = ( N) (Range Bin) + (Apparent Range). 
The apparent range is the range indicated by the radar. When 
N= 0 the apparent range is the true range, and it is referred 
to as the first range bin, N= 1 the second range bin, etc. 
Pulse .radar ·has many applications. This report concerns a 
long range -pu-lse radar capable of detecting objects at great 
distance. ln this respect, high altitude objects, such as 
satellites and missiles, are the potential objects; other 
objects, like aircraft, do not have sufficient altitude to 
be visible by pulse radars from a great distance. 
In the radar field, presently, the range bin ambiguity 
problem is being handled in one of two ways: The first 
method is to extend the range. bin to a desirable range by 
using lower PRF so that moat of the potential objects fall 
Within the first range bin; thus, true range is the same as 
apparent range. In so doing, however, radar system efficiency 
is greatly sacrificed. ln the second method, transmission 
time of each pulse is shifted in such manner that an object 
locating in a particular range bin would have a particular 
phenomenon, thereby identifying the range bin. Although, 
unlike the first method, system efficiency is not sacrificed, 
this method is susceptible to error with noisy and lobing 
(fading in and out) objects and with any object in a multi-
object complex. 
A new approach to this problem, discussed in this report, 
is to transform the flight trajectory of the tracked object 
into a different domain where analysis c.an be carried out 
more easily. Each set of trajectories in this new domain is 
computed from a set of raw radar parameters, the "true rangeu 
of which is calculated from various values of N. Based on 
4 
the concept of optimum trajectory, theN which generated 
the most reasonable flight trajectory among all sets under 
evaluation ~~taken as the correct N. An optimum trajectory, 
in this study, is a ballistic trajectory in which minimum 
energy is required to propel an object to an elliPtical orbit 
of specific size. That is, energy required to place an object 
into elliptical orbit is proportional to the size of the 
·semi-major axis of the ellipse. 
To pursue this approach, trajectories of five dissimilar 
objects are used as radar source data in the simulation 
study. From each sat of source data., a family of five el-
lipses, using five different values of N (N= 0,1,2,3;4) 
are computed. The characteristic is analyzed subsequently 
based on the optimum trajectory concept. From the analysis, 
it is possible to determine the correct N and to resolve 
the range bin ambiguity problem in four of the five objects 
under evaluation. Correct identification of the fifth object 
is not possibl~, and this is attributed to trajectory non-
optimality. U.nder such condition some a priori knowledge, 
such aa ground distance covered or flight time of the object, 
is necessary for proper identification of N. 
To improve and to refine the criteria established in this 
report, it is desirable that follow-up evaluations be performed 
· on a large number and wide variety of trajectories (it they 
' 
can be accessed readily) • 
.. 
5 
--- _ __..__ 
GENERAL 
Although it has been greatly improved over the years, 
pulse rada~ -~day still operates according to the basic 
principles developed many years ago. To measure the range 
of an . object, radio energy of sufficient. magnitude radiated 
from the radar is directed toward the object. Upon striking 
the object, the reflected energy returns to the radar from 
which it originated. By clocking the travel time required 
to complete the round trip J~urney, distance from the radar 
to the object can be calculated. 
· To maintain orderly operation in the ranging system in a 
radar, it is desirable that the reflected pulse return to 
the radar prior to transmitting the next· pulse. lf this order 
is not maintained, the clocking process would become erroneous. 
Though undersirable, this phenomenon does occur and it occurs 
frequently when the object bei~g tracked is located at a dis-
-
tance greater than the distance of ~ne range bin. This is 
called range bin ambiguity • . The di.st~nce of one rang·e bin 
in given by the formula 
Range Bin in Yards = ., 1/PRF) ( 0. 5) ()28 x 106) ( 1) 
PRF is an abbreviation for Pulse Repetition Frequency and 
is the number of pulses transmitted per second from the radar. 
The most commonly used PRFs in today 1 s long range pulse radars 




Because their useful range is _relatively short, PRFs used on 
airborne and shipborne_ radars are much higher. Operating at 
higher P~ ~nuld have the advantage of more pulse energy per 
unit time. ln Equation (1), the first multiplier, 0.5, accoun.ts 
for the round trip journey which a transmitted pulse must 
I' 
make. The second multiplier, 328 x 10°, is a conversion factor 
to convert radio energy propagation velocity to distance. 
The velocity is approximately 328 y~rds per micro-second. 
It ls clear that to det~rmine the true range of an object 
being tracked, range bin ambiguity must be resolved by finding 
the integer N in the equation below. 
True Range = (N) (Range Bin) + Apparent Range (2) 
The apparent r ange is the range indicated by the radar. From 
this equation , for example, if N is equal to zero then the 
apparent range is the true range of the object in question. 
If 160 PRF. is chosen to be used in · a particular radar, the 
distance of one range bin, from Equation (1), is found to be 
approximately 1., 024,000 yards or 512 nautical miles. 1 Thus, 
aooording ~ to the conditions set forth, an object located at 
400 miles (less than the distance of one range bin) would 
present no range -bin ambiguity . The integer -N in Equation (2) 
is equal to zero, and the true range of this object is the 
' I 
_ ... _ ..... 
lNautical mile, as oppose to statute mile, is used 
throughout this report. 
7 
' . 
same as the apparent range. lt is said that the object is 1n 
the first bin. An object ls said in the second bin if ita dis-
tance is pat~en 512 miles and 2 x 512 miles, and N in this 
case is equal to one. Similarly, a third bin object lies 
between 2 x 512 miles and 3 x 512 miles, and N is equal to 
two, etc. Therefore, the apparent ranges of a 400-mile object, 
912-mile object (400+ 512), and 1424-mile object (400 + 512 + 
512) are the same. 
Pulse radar has many applications. This report concerns 
itself with long range pulse radar capable of detecting objects 
at great distance. ln th~s respect, high altitude objects such_ 
as satellites and ballistic missiles are the potential pulse 
radar objects; other objects like aircraft do not have 
sufficient altitude to be seen from a great distance. The 
flight characteristics of a satellite and a ballistic missile, 
in essence, are identical, and both trajectories follow the · 
path of an elliptical orbit; the major difference is that the 
orbit of a missile is interrupted. As illustrated in figure 1.1 
points A and B on the surface of the earth interrupt the flight 
of a missile. One of the points may be thought of as the point 
of origin and the other as the point of termination. Objects 
to be discussed in the report are ballistic objects such ·as 
satellites and missiles, and their flight paths are trajec-
tories. 
ln the radar field, presently, range bin ambiguity problem 
is handled in one of two ways. 
'. 
·.(1) The first method is to extend the range bin to a 
desirable range by using lower PRF so that moat of 
8 
the- i:)O"tentia1 objects fall within the first range bin. 
In the first bin, true range is equal to apparent range 
of the object. The trade~off penalty in this method is 
reduction in system efficiency. As implied previously, 
lowering PRF reduces the amount of energy per unit time 
available for object detection, thereby sacrificing 
system efficiency and sensitivity. 
(4) The second method of resolving range bin ambiguity is 
.. 
by means of hardware logic to shift the transmission 
time of each pulse in such manner that an object 
located in a particular range bin would h~ve a parti-
·cular phenomenon, thereby identifying the range bin. 
Although not sacrificing system efficiency as does the 
first method, this method is susceptible to lobing 
(fading in and out) objects and objects in a multi-
object eomplex. 
lt is believed that an analytical approach · could be em-
ployed to resolve the ambiguity problem by examining the 
reasonableness of the flight of the object being tracked. 
The approach is to transform the flight trajectory of a 
tracked object from a domain in radar coordinates to a domain 
of different frame of reference where analysis can be carried 
out more easily. A family of trajectories in this new domain 
is computed from a set of radar source parameters, the "True 
9 
ra.nges 11 of which are determined from Equation (2) using a 
ramily of N•s. These trajectories so generated represent 
. - .... .. .. . 
' the possibilities that the object could locate at the first 
bin, the second bin, the third ••• etc. Based on the optimal 
trajectory concept, the N which produces the most reasonable 
flight trajectory among all trajectories in the family under 
evaluation is the correct N from which 11 true range" of the 
object is computed. ln this study, optimum trajectory is ~ 
ballistic trajectory in which minimum energy is required to 
propel a ballistic object to a given distance. lt is to be 
demonstrated that energy required to place an object ln 
elliptical orbit is proportional to the size of the semi-
major exis of the ellipse. Through points A and B in Figure 
1.1 using the earth center as one of the foci, many ellipses 
can be drawn. The ellipse whose semi-major axis is the 
smallest of all possible ellipses is the optimum ellipse, 
and the traj e.ctory segment of this ellipse is the optimum 
trajectory. 
OPTIMUM TRAJECTORY 
The following investigation shows that energy required 
to propel an object to a cer~ain height is proportional to 
the height that it is to achieve. From the laws of physics, 
work done is e~pressed as 
Work= F S Cos Q (J) 
where F is force 
S is distance or displacement 
Q is the angle between direction of 
j 
.force and displacement 
Figure 1.2 illustrates an object located at a distance r 
from the center of the earth, whose radius is r 6 • The dis-
tance from the surface of the earth to r is . 
.. 
S = r - r e (4) 




e where G = the universal gravitational 
constant 
M = mass of the earth 
m = mas s of the object 
And at the object location, _the force is 
GMm 
. F=--z . 
r 
10 
The average force between r and the s urface of the earth 1s 
GMm 
F=-
Substitute (4) and (5) into {J); then 
GMm 




The gravitation force acts upon r vertically downward, so 




(r - re) 
rer 






Since l/r6 is a fixed constant, the larger the ' distance r 
the more work is required, from Equation(?). rt can be 
inferred tbenr for an object of given mass m, the greater 
the dist~nce, the more work is_ required to move m against 
the earth's gravitation field out to distance r. A similar 
conclusion ia given from the following excerpt:2 
We draw the important conclusion that an object 
moving in a given gravitation field will have not 
only the same period in all ellipses viith a com-
mon major axis, but the same energy as well. 
To investigate this optimali.ty condition, various ellipses 
of various semi-major axis for a given ground distance are 
generated and a re shown in Figure 2.3 The information in the 
firs t column in this figure is the ground distance in miles. 
This is the dis tance represent ed by point A to point B in 
Figure 1.1. Column two shows the apogee altitude of the 
trajectory from the surface of the earth in miles. Column 
three is the semi-major axis of the ellipse in miles. Column 
four is the eccentricity of the ellipse. Column five is the 
orbital period in seconds, and column six iS the flight time 
of the ballistic object from A to B. From this figure, we 
see that the ellipse flagged with an asterisk ia · the optimum 
2Arthur r ·. Berman, The Physical Principles of AstronauticS I 
(N. Y., 1963), p. 149. 
3Algorithm and .computer program are given in Appendix l • 
...,._ ... -
_ ... --.. 
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trajectory; ita semi-major axis is the smallest among those 
tha t covered the same ground distance . . In ~ppendix 1, Equation 
(13) indic~t~a that the semi-major axis of an ellipse .is a 
function of ground distance. By minimizing this function, the 
minimum semi-major axis can be found as a function of ground 
distance. A table of this function at various ground distances 
iS given in Fi~1re J. Information from this figure will be used 
as reference data for subsequent simulation analysis. 
Having est~blished the criteria of reasonableness, attention 
is now directed to the generation and analysis trajectory data 
computed from radar source data. 
SlNULATlON 
The objective of simulation is to attempt to produce an N 
which determines the true range of an object being tracked, 
thereby, resolving range bin ambiguity. The simulation is 
divided into phas es : source data generation phase, computation 
phase, and ana lysis phase. 
(l) Source Data Generation. 
We ne ed to generate source data similar to that 
furnished by a radar when tracking an object. The 
parameters are: 
(A) Azimuth angle 
An azimuth angle is an angle measured between 
the line drawn from the radar site to true north 
and the line joining the radar and the tracked 
object. 
13 
(B) Elevation Angle 
An elevation angle is an angle measured between 
- t-fle tangent -piane of ·the radar site and the line 
joining the radar and the tracked ·object. 
(C) True Range 
True range from the radar to the object is not 
known; it is the objective of this simulation. 
Simulated ranges are used. They are determined 
from Equation (2) with N set to 0 through 4. 
Each simulated true range, together with other 
radar pa~ameters which remain unchanged, will 
be used to compute a family of five ellipses. 
(D) Latitude of the radar site, usually a constant. 
(E) Longitude of the radar site, usually a constant. 
To facilitate meaningful simulation, realistic trajec-
tories of five known but dissimilar objects are ob-
tained and made available to the simulation as input 
source ~ata. By using known information, results from 
analysis of computed data can be verified readily. 
Necessary transformation procedures to convert the 
furnished object trajectories to a form identical to 
radar source data outlined above are given in 
Appendix II. To insure consistency, two flight spans 
from each object trajectory are taken as input source 
data. This provides ten separate flight spans available 
as inputs to the simulation. To maintain clear and 
explicit identification of all data involved the 
' 
following designations are used: 
(1.) . -T-he five objects used in the simulation ana 
labelled as A, B, C, D, and E. 
(2) Two flight spans are taken from each object. 







(3) From each flight span five ellipses are computed 
from five different values of N, with N= 0 1 1, 




















































For each set of source data as listed in Item (J) 
above, an eilipse is calculated. The elements of 
a: 6 ellipse pertinent for analysis in this report 
are 
(1.) - 8-emi-major axis, a, in nautical miles 
(2) Apogee altitude, alt, in nautical miles 
(3) Eccentricity, e, dimensionless 
(4) Orbital period, in minutes 
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(5) Flight time, in minutes, from point A to point 
B as indicated in Figure 1.1 
(6) Ground distance, in nautical miles, from point 
A to point B, along the ?urface of the earth. 
This information is tabulated in Figures 4-Al, 
4-A2, 4-Bl, .!-l--B2, · 4-Cl~ 4-02, 4-Dl, 4-D2, 4-El, 
and 4-E2 • . Necessary algorithm and computer programs 
required to calculate an - ellipse from radar source 
data are given in Appendix III. In Figu~es 4 1 s, 
it is noted that the asterisk denotes that the N 
used is the actual range bin of the object. 
(III) Analysis Phase 
The necessary groundwork has been laid; attention can 
now be focused on data analysis. As pointed out 
previously, the characteristics of a satellite and 
a ballistic missile are identical; it is important 
that dist nction can be made of the two based on 
data provided. Based on the justification of 
pract~cal utility of normal satellite, a satellite, 
~n this study, possesses the following additional 
16 
characteristics which a missile does not. 
(1) Apogee altitude lies between 100 and 700 nautical 
. _miles. Those that exceed this range, such as 
stationary communication satellites whose alti-
tudes are thousands of miles, usually have small 
radar cross sections and are beyond the reach 
of ·most pulse radars. 
(2} Orbital period greater than 84 minutes. This is 
the minimum orbital period at zero height (along 
. . 
the surface of the earth). This conservative 
figure is used in order to allow for alight 
source data -anomalies. 
(J) Eccentricity less than 0.075. High eccentricity 
would cause excessively low perigee ·altitude 
and sustained orbit would become difficult to 
maintain. 
ln applying these criteria on the ellipses tabulated 
in Figure 4, it is found that DlNJ, D2N2, ElNl; and 
E2Nl are satellites. 
DlN3 is singled out, for example, as an ellipse 
of a satellite because its characteristics correlated 
closely with the criteria outlined above. ln addition, 
the remaining four members of the same ellipse family 
either do not satisfy these criteria nor do they match 
that of an optimum trajectory of ballistic objects. 
S.imilarly, D2N2, ElNl, and E2Nl are identified a.s 
satellites in like manner. lt should be pointed out 
17 
that the consistency with which both DlN3 and D2N2 
are identified as satellites reinforces the belief· 
that-· ·-object D, from vJhich DlNJ and D2N2 are gener-
ated, iS indeed a satellite. lt can be assumed 
safely that N= 3 and N= 2 are correct N's for these 
two trajectory spans. The asterisks.in Figures 4Dl 
and 4D2 reflect this fact. The reason for two dif-
ferent values of N on the same object is that the 
object has travelled (closer to the radar, in this 
case) some distance between span sampling times. 
Similarly, object E is identified as a satellite, 
and the N values on both data spans are 1. Again, 
this agrees with the asterisks in Figures 4El and 
4E2. 
The foregoing analysis indicate that objects A, 
B, and C are not satellites but ballistic objects. 
To determine trajectory optimality of a ballistic 
object, the following tests are applied~ 
(1) Apogee altitude lies between 100 and Boo miles. 
These figures are derived from Figures 2 and 3; 
maximum altitude of a ballistic object following 
an optimum trajectory should not exceed ?OO .milee, 
at any ground distance. 
(2) The ratio of actual and optimum altitude should 
be between 0.7 and 1.3. The optimum altitudes at 
various ground distance are given in Figures 2. 
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For a perfectly optimum trajectory, this ratio 
is, of course, one. 
(J) -GPound dist.anee between 1000 and 7000 miles. 
Ballistic flight outside these bounds becomes 
increasingly unn ecessary and inefficient. 
To apply these tests to the computed elements in 
Figure 4, altitude is selected to compare with the 
altitude of corresponding ground distance shown in 
Figure 3, which is the reference data. The ratio 
formed by these altitudes should, for an optimum 
trajectory, fall within the bounds stated in (2) 
above. ln addition, the actual altitude should not 
exceed that outlined in (1). 
With these criteria, it can be seen that the 
data generated from ellipse AlNO is rejected as a 
reasonable trajectory because its altitude is 
exceptionally low. AlNl, AlNJ, and AlN4 also do not 
meet the criteria ·set forth. ln the final analysis, 
AlN2 is the only ellipse selected, and it is · the 
most r eas onable one in the family of five computed 
from flight span Al . This result asrees with the 
asterisked notation, indicating that the actual .N 
used in the source data is 2, and the object is in 
the third range bin. Once established, further range 
bin identificatio~ would no longer be necessary. 
In applying the similar technique to the remaining 
ellipses in Figure 4, the following are accepted 






Those that are rejected as unreasonable as 
' 
illustrated under the reject column in Figure 4, 
are singled out on the basis that their apogee 
altitudes are not optimum and that the ground 
distances are unreasonable. 
While t he N values of A2Nl, BlN2, B2Nl, and AlN2 
determined from this concept agree with the N's 
19 
denoted by the asterisks, ClNl and C2Nl do not. The 
correct N values for ClNl and C2Nl should have been 
N = 0, the first range bin, instead of N= 1, the 
second range bin. ~mmediate verification revealed 
no source data discrepancies nor computational 
errors. lt is determined, however, that object C's 
trajectory is not opti0um. The apogee altitude is 
higher than an optimum trajectory for the ground 
distance covered. Because the history of this object 
is not known, the reason for non-optimality can not 
be determined. lt could be attributed to inaccuracy 
or malfunctioning of the guidance system during 
the guided portion of the flight. 
20 
Interestingly enough, however, the optimum and the actual 
trajectories s o determined diff er markedly on flight times 
and ground dis~ances~ These distinctions , if known, can be 
utilized to eliminate those unlikely candidates. 
CONCLUSION 
The for ,going analysis points up two distinctive viet-r-
.. / 
points. By transformins the flight of a satellite or a 
ballistic object fro~ raw radar domain to a different frame 
of reference in clas sical domain, trajectory characteristic 
of the object can be analyz,d more easily. Conclusions can 
be drawn from this analysis that if the actual trajectory of 
the object is ' optimum, range bin ambiguity resulting from an 
object located at farther than one range bin can .be resolved 
by selecting the most reasonable ellipse from a family of 
ellipses generated from various values of N~ The0 N ~Thich 
produces the most reasonable ellipse is the correct N from 
which the "True range" of the object being tracked is co~-
puted. 
lf the trajectory of the object being tracked is not 
optimum, correct N can not be selected and some knowledge 
about the flight is necessary to resolve range ambiguity. 
' \. 
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Path ADB illustrates 
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Figu e 5 
This figure il lustrates the geometric 
relationship between a ballistic tra-
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Figure 8.1 
Object A span 1 and 2 ·look angles. Latitude 20 
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Figure a·.2 
ObJect B a·pan 1 and 2 look angles~ Latitude 8 
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Figure 8.3 
Object 0 span 1 and 2 look angles. Latttude 13.1 
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Figure 8.4 
ObJect D span 1 and 2 look angles. Latitude 20 
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Figure 8.5 
Object E span 1 and 2 look angles. Latitude 28.5 




f 1~ f~S IO P (3 21 ) X( 3 I ·• · •. ) .. ( f5 ) 
I • 
I • 
.. A E = 2 (_} 9 2 5 c 9 , 
R .A ·D = 5 7 • · i ~ 5 7 8 
REA D <t=~J on > R LA 
RfA (l ( e , ·l f10 l RLG 
F OR~ Al <F t .2) 
DC 10 I=t. 21 
.~ E A r c e .. t u o , P c 1 ~ 1 > 
D ;;o . J=J .. 21 
R A[(i.!,t C >P<2 .. !) 
b ~ ·o r =' • 2 1 
REA[ c ~ .. 2CHl lPC J ~I) 
F C R fV A ·r ( F 9 • 0 ) 
.DO 5 n I= 1. ~ 6 
S<fls: O. n 
B=RL.A/ RAC · 
C= RLO I RAr; 
o ·en J=1. 21 
A=PC l.•J_)/ RAD 
I: =PC 2 .. J)/ RAD 
hl :: P ( 3., J ) 
PT=Fllfii(J• 1) 
X C l ) ·= i-; • C C S C E > ~ S I r\ ( A ) 
X12 )=h-C CS <E>*COS tA) 
X(~l=f.i•SJt\(E) 
c ~ 5 ,[ r: l . ·3 
... . F l(nlre 9.1 
roR~RAN program used- to 
~ra~~torm· raw data tn~----~ 
radar .coord1nates to 
ln~eP-BaAge Veetor toPm 
S C I ) = ( < 3 2 9 • tJ - 5· • n * P T * * 2 ) I :3 ·a 5 <; • 0 * :X C I ) ) + S < I l 
S( T+ 3 >=CF I:.OA T(J- 11 )/ 77 0 . 0 >• XC I l+ SC 1+ 3 ) 
S C J> =~C:3)+.A E · 
CC't·n I~LE 
X '?=~ C C S!C >•C G S( 8 ) 
. r. --------~~=-~~~~~~~~--------------------------------~~----~ XlJ=CCSCC>•SJtd 8 l 
. ~ . ~. 
X2~=-ci~C C >•CC S C 8 ) 
X23=Sl~(Cl• S I~( ) 
R1 =•SI~lc>~~ (1J+Xl 2•S C 2 l+X l,*S ( J ) 
R?.=COvCC>•SCl)+X 2? •SC2l+ X2J•S ( J) 
·· RJ =~J ~ ( 8 )• ( 2 )+C OS <9 >•SC J ) 
Rd =· Sl~ ( C )* S (4)+ YJ2*S ( 5 )+X !3 • S C 6 l• R ?* W 
R 5 = C 0 S ( C ) .rr · S ( 4 ) + X 2 2 * S ( 5 ) + X? J * S ( 6 ) + 1 * Y.' 
E=E•RA[ 
WR JTEt f. .·J · n )A .. E.-R,(S(J ) ,1 =!~ 6 ) 
1 00 · FORf"fll <2 F7. ?. .7F 12 . !1 ) ' 
WRITE<6.4 00 >Rl. R2 . RJ , 4.R~ . R6 
40 11 F CRtvA 'I <6F13 . 2 ) 
1
,.s W R 1 T E· (' c • 6 0 ) X ( 1 ) • ){ ( 2 J .- X ( 3 > 
. 
REA[(~ .. 5on >H 
'5 0 0 F 0 R ~ A 'I ( F 3 • IJ > 
. D.O 7 0 I= 1.- 21 
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DC 5 1=1.6 Figure 9·2 
RE ·An ( 8. 1 (HJ ) X (I) . 
· FCRt'Al (f12.2l 
D C 1 0 . I =·1 • :J 
FORTRAN p~9gram used .to trans-
f'<?:t:m data 1n InteP··:Range VeotoP 
form to ellipse 1n olass1oal 
XC l+J):)(( I+ J )i 2 . 0 torm · 
R =·s Q R l ( )( ( 1 ) • * 2 + X ( 2 ) * • 2 +X ( 3 ·) * * 2 ) 
V=S GRl rX(4)**2+ X( 5 )**2+X(6)** 2 ) 
D = X ( 1 ) • X ( 4 ) + X ( -2-) • X ( 5-) -+~ (_:_J ) * ;:-( 6 ) 
RV= R'I\'V**2 
A= c R *~"" > 1 f < 2 . 0 •G~-:-RV l •6 n76 . ' > 
8=(<RV/G M)•l. O>•• 
C = ( D I ( R • v" ) ) * * 2 . 
E = S G R 1 ( 8 + C 1 • 0 .. 8 ) * C') 
RA=P..•Cl. O+E) 
. RP=A-.r. ( t. o- E ) 
ALT•RA-3441. 0 
S=CA•ll. O•E•• 2 >• 3 441. 0 )/(3441. 0*El 
8=-AP.S(S) -----
S· S = A C C S ( S ) 
T= ( S GR l ( A/178.74 l >•• 0 




A ~ · 2 = 3 • 1. 4 t 6 + S S 
SS•SS•34J 8 . 0 
Z=At-..•2.0•E•CS1~CA ~ 2~~SJ~(ANJ)) 
Y=0.75•E•~2•<2. 0 *SI <A N2 >•C G S<At-- 2 >· 2 . 0 ~SI 
DTa(Z+Yl•(T/6.2 832) 
WRITE(€.2 00 )R.v.s.ss.~ N . D T 
GC TO .3 
E"D 
VAR t<'A P 
(A N1)* CCS ( A J )) 
APPENDIX I 
The algorithm in this appendiX is designed to evaluate 
the behavior of semi-major axis , eccentricity, orbital 
period-, --and flight time of a. projectile following an 
elliptical trajectory aa a function of ground distance. 
Figure 5 illustrates the ground distance point A to point 
B along the surface of the earth. 
From the equa tion of a conic 
p 
. r : ------ (8) 
1 - e Cos 9 
and the semilatua rectun 









e Cos Q 
or 





where r i s any given point on the ellipse. In Figure 5, r is 
chosen such that r = r 6 , where re is the radius of the earth. 
Equation ( ll) now becomes 
r e (1 - e Cos G) 
a = e2 1 
-
(12) 
The apogee of an orbit iS 
r - a a -
( ' l + e) 
or 
r re+ alt 
a 
a = = 
(13) 
1 + e 1 e 
41 
Equating (12) and (lJ) 
re + a l t re (1 - e. Co e) 





e Co e .. ~ :t alt e 
( 15) 
To f nd eo .~o v r abl . 9 a.'ld !Nl t ll re needed. 1s 
l a d o gr ,nd distance AB in ·10' u 5 e.s 
TT - = IT- ( ... B/2 ) 
· n the u faae one degree in oen er an le 1 equ 1 to 60 
n utical mil o So u p ce di tance may be converted to 
angle to obtain eo thi t dy, AB rill vary from 250 to 
9000 mUe n 250- 11e increment o nd for each AB, altitude, 
alt ~·11 ary fro 100 to 1200 m_1es a 100-mile increments. 
1 @and lt now av lable, e c n be comput .d from Eq. (15}, 
and a fr m Eq~ (13) o Orbital period, .m, 1n second 1s 
2 TT . 3/2 ( 16) 
he f l ght t1me 1 ~t, can be deriv d as the time ratio 
req ir .d for a complete orbit ver u a segment of 1t. 
42 
Where M is the mean anomaly of the object in elliptical orbit 
and is expressed as 
M :: G -:- 2e Sin Q + 3 e2j4 Sin 2G ••• 4 
ll.tl = T/2 [ G - 2e SinG+ 3 e2/4 Sin ze] (1?) 
This is the time required to go from point C to A shown in 
Figure 5. To go from C to B along the same clockwise direction, 
it is only necessary to replace Q with G - 2¢ . Then, the flight 
time from A to B is the time difference between C to B and C to 
A. This can be exp· · ~-;sseo. in a form similar to Eq. (17) a.s 
~ t = T /2 -rr [ 2¢ - 2 e (Sin ( 11 + ¢) - Sin ( rr - ¢ ) ) + 
Je2/4 (2 Sin (TI 7 ¢) Cos (~ + ¢) - 2 Sin (rr- ¢) 
C o s ( IT - ¢ ) ) J ( 18 ) 
Information senerated from above algorithm is -shown in 
Figure 2 and the FORTRAN program in Figure 6. 
To obtain the minimum of a~ thus a minimum of alt, at a 
givqn ground di ta~ce~ Eq. (13) is differentiated with 
respeet to alt; we equate the derivative to zero, and solve 
f 1 F E ( -1"")) or a. .. rom .!.iq~ 
al t + r-6 (19) 
a = -------------------------------1 + (alt/(alt + r 6 (1 +. Cos Q))) 
Let K - r 6 ( 1 + Cos G) . (20) 





a = (~lt2 ~ alt K + alt r 8 2 alt + K 
We differentiate wi~h respect to alt and simplify 
da 1 
d a.lt = (2 alt
2 + 2 alt K + K2 ~ K·r) (2 alt + K) 2 e 
We set (da/d alt) to zero 
alt2 + alt ( 2 + 1/2 K + .K re) = 0 
rhich is a quadratic form, so 
+ (-K2 ~ 2K re)l/2 
alt = ----------------~---
- K (21) 
2 
E uation (21) giv, an optimized a at a given ground distance 
"· .. Bo Figure 3 sho JB the optimized values versus various e;round 
distance o The FORTRAN program is in Fie;ure 8. 
APPEND1_X 11 
A look angle g ,nerator co1n_PU. ter program in th e vessel USNS 
Redstone stationed ear Port Canaveral was used to generate 
simulated-source radar dn~~. ~o 1 ~ 
o. ... u. .~: r c omp eueness 1 a br ief de-
scription of the program and the trajectory format of an 
object ar, given hereo 
In ·the ~ero .!:-'ace community, trajectory of an object is 
represented by an Inter- Range Vector (IRV) consisting of 
position and velocity vectors and time of the object . The 
vectors are expres ed in the form 
~ [X] R ::. y 
z 
v = 
mhe time l. s in r .,;<:)1-t:;me a1d doe t 
- -• no concern us in this 
studyo The origin of the XYZ rectangular system is at the 
center of the eartho The X axis lies on the equatorial plane 
-rith positive poin~s toward the prime meridian. The Z axis 
coincides With the pin axis o · the e rth with positive Z 
p~int to1ard the north pole The Y axis is oriented so as to 
comp_, ~e a right-handed system. The trajectory of an object is 
obtair: ,d by step integration trJ'ith t .imeco We first integrate the 
velocity against time to obtain a netv position 'fJJhich vre then 
evaluate to get gravitation acceleration, and the step inte-
~ ion cycle is repeatedo The trajectory in rectangular form 
is then transformed to local pherical coordinat , in azimuth, 
elevation, and range centered at latitude and longitude of the 
radar site _':1igure 8 sho~iTS the look angles used. ~'Yl t is study. 
45 
0 co pu·;; . 
_e elements of en ellip e, it is necessary 
coo din~t~a ·o a - C.... . y t; ~ th , r1 1 
Co E i.n 
-.;...1- c ' I c ~ 
Z,L =: R Sin E 
u .. ere "th a. i uth anglo 
E . G 0 tion angle 
R ~- t u rang 1.1-
j ' j - o, - , -8, 0 0 • 8, 9, 10 
"' 
~ 
YL d ZL ce. e obtain ~ ~ simil r Y• 
-J 
[ v! ] 
. \-Sin'/\ [ J=L Co~~ -Co ?\ Co ¢. . -Sin~ C s Sin ~ 
(22) 
wher W iS th , ,.._..rth 1 
ot t.:..on r t 
Co ?t S_ 
Sin 7\ Si 
Co ¢ 




46 . _ ___ .. _ 
~ ~ 
r~i th R and V availabl e ft .~,Ghe 
., - elements of a.n ell1pse can no't..r 
be computed., 
e Cos E 
.. ~ . 
= 1 - l l/a 
R V 
·e Sin E - -------:-
( G_\1 a) 1/2 
e --
alt = a (1 + e) 




T, orbital period» can be obtained from Eq. (16) of 
.-ppendix 1 .. 
G is obtained from Eqo (12) and ground distance is 
2¢ = 2 (rr- G) 
Similarly, ~t can be . computed from . Eq. (18) of Appendix I .. . 
Two programs are used in this Appendix . The first program, 
Fi8ure 9ol, accepts r w radar parameters as appear in Figure 8 
and computes R and Vo The s econd program, Figure 9 .. 2, accepts 
~ ~ 
R and V and computes a 9 e, T, alt , ~t, and ground distance. 
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